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The mechanism of the resistive switching (RS) effect in graphene oxide (GO) thin films

prepared by the vacuum filtration method has been investigated by macroscopic current–

voltage (I–V) measurements and conducting atomic force microscopy (CAFM). Detailed

I–V measurements show that in metal/GO/Pt sandwiches, the RS originates from the

formation and rupture of conducting filaments. An analysis of the temperature depen-

dence of the ON-state resistance reveals that the filaments are composed of metal atoms

due to the diffusion of the top electrodes under a bias voltage. Moreover, the RS is found

to occur within confined regions of the metal filaments. The RS effect is also observed in

GO/Pt structures by CAFM. It is attributed to the redox reactions between GO and adsorbed

water induced by external voltage biases.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Resistive random access memory (RRAM) based on the resis-

tive switching (RS) effect induced by electrical stimulus has

inspired scientific and commercial interests due to its high

operation speed, high scalability, and multibit storage poten-

tial [1–3]. The reading of resistance states is nondestructive,

and the memory devices can be operated without transistors

in every cell [4,5], thus making a cross-bar structure feasible.

A large variety of solid-state materials have been found to

exhibit the RS effect, including solid electrolytes [5], complex

perovskite oxides [1,6–10], binary oxides [11–18], organic

materials [19], amorphous silicon [20], and amorphous carbon

[21,22]. Graphene oxide (GO) with an ultrathin thickness

(�1 nm) is attractive due to its unique physical–chemical

properties. GO can be readily obtained through oxidizing

graphite in mixtures of strong oxidants, followed by an

exfoliation process. Due to its water solubility, GO can be

transferred onto any substrates uniformly using simple
er Ltd. All rights reserved
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methods such as drop-casting, spin coating, Langmuir–

Blodgett deposition and vacuum filtration. The as-deposited

GO thin films can be further processed into functional devices

using standard lithography processes without degrading the

film properties [23,24]. Furthermore, the band structure and

electronic properties of GO can be modulated by changing

the quantity of chemical functionalities attached to the

surface. Therefore, GO is a promising material for microelec-

tronic devices, for example RRAM. The water solubility makes

it very easy to form GO thin films and the ultrathin thickness

of a GO sheet is beneficial to fabricating high density devices.

Recently, we observed reliable and reproducible nonvolatile

RS behaviors in GO thin films prepared by the vacuum filtra-

tion method [25]. At a later time, the similar RS phenomena

were also observed in GO films prepared by spin-casting and

conjugated-polymer-functionalized GO [26–29]. However, the

mechanism responsible for the RS effect of GO is still not

clear. In this paper, the mechanism of the RS effect in GO thin

films has been investigated by macroscopic current–voltage
.
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(I–V) measurements and conducting atomic force microscopy

(CAFM) in detail.

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation of GO thin films

GO thin films of about 30 nm in thickness were prepared at

room temperature (RT) by the vacuum filtration method as

described in Ref. [25]. First we obtained GO suspensions

through the soft-chemical delamination of GOs as described

in Ref. [30] (see the Supporting Information). Then 50 g of

GO suspension with a concentration of 6 mg/L was filtered

through a cellulose ester membrane to achieve uniform GO

thin films. The film thickness could be well controlled by tun-

ing the GO concentration or filtration volume. The as-filtered

GO flakes were then transferred from the filter membrane

onto commercial Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si substrates.

2.2. Characterizations

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) characterization was con-

ducted by a Veeco Dimension 3100 V scanning probe micro-

scope at ambient conditions using a tapping or CAFM mode.

In order to measure the electrical properties, metal (Cu, Ag,

Au and Ti) top electrodes with a thickness of 200 nm and

diameter of 100 lm were deposited at RT by electron beam

evaporation with an in situ metal shadow mask. The I–V char-

acteristics of metal/GO/Pt structures were measured at RT by

Keithley 4200 semiconductor characterization system with

voltage sweeping mode. During the measurement, a bias volt-

age was applied between the top (Cu, Ag, Au and Ti) and bot-

tom (Pt) electrodes with the latter being grounded. In the local

leakage current measurement by CAFM, the Pt/Ir coated con-

ductive tip was grounded and directly touched the GO films.

Schematic configurations of the metal/GO/Pt sandwiched

structures and for the CAFM measurements are show in

Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information. The resistances in the

low resistance state (LRS or ON state) and high resistance

state (HRS or OFF state) of the metal/GO/Pt structures were

measured as a function of temperature by a physical property

measurement system (PPMS, Quantum Design).
3. Results and discussion

3.1. RS mechanism in metal/GO/Pt sandwiches

Metal/GO/Pt sandwiched structures show the bipolar RS

behaviors as described in Ref. [25] (see Fig. S2 in the Support-

ing Information). To understand the conduction mechanisms

of metal/GO/Pt memory cells, the I–V curves of the Cu/GO/Pt

structure are replotted in a log–log scale. Fig. 1a and b shows

the logarithmic plot and linear fitting of the I–V curves for the

positive and negative voltage sweep regions, respectively,

where the SET process is the switching from HRS to LRS

and the RESET process is the switching from LRS to HRS. As

shown in Fig. 1, the I–V curves of the LRS exhibit a linearly Oh-

mic behavior with a slope of �1. However, the conduction

mechanisms of HRS are more complicated. Fitting results
for the HRS suggest that the charge transport behavior is in

good agreement with a trap-controlled space charge limited

conduction (SCLC), which mainly consists of two portions:

the Ohmic region (I / V) and the Child’s law region (I / V2)

[31,32]. The different conduction behaviors in the HRS and

LRS suggest that the high conductivity in ON-state cell is

likely to be a confined effect rather than a homogenously dis-

tributed one [18].

Actually, a Forming process, which is the first transition

from fresh state to LRS, is always needed before metal/GO/

Pt sandwiches show good RS characteristics. Fig. 2a shows

the GO film thickness dependence of Forming voltages of

Cu/GO/Pt memory cells. Obviously, the voltage required for

the initial Forming process increases with GO thickness, indi-

cating that the electric field inside the bulk GO is the control-

ling factor of the Forming. The resistances of HRS and LRS

after the Forming process for Cu/GO/Pt memory cells are

shown in Fig. 2b, as a function of the thickness of GO. No obvi-

ous variation can be observed for both HRS and LRS resis-

tances as the GO thickness changes from 15 to 90 nm. The

thickness-insensitive property of HRS and LRS resistances

indicates that once the Forming process is completed, it is un-

likely that the bulk region of GO contributes to the RS effec-

tively [33]. Most likely, the RS occurs within a spatially

confined region.

Fig. 3a shows the Forming voltages of metal/GO/Pt mem-

ory cells with different top electrodes. As seen from Fig. 3a,

the Ag/GO/Pt structures have the lowest Forming voltages of

about 0.4 V, while the Au/GO/Pt sandwiches show the highest

Forming voltages of about 3 V. The Forming voltage of the me-

tal/GO/Pt memory cell varies as follows: VAg < VTi < VCu < VAu.

Fig. 3b shows the top electrode dependence of device yields of

metal/GO/Pt memory cells. More than one hundred cells were

examined for each sample. As can be seen from Fig. 3b, the

device yield (Y) of the metal/GO/Pt memory cell varies as fol-

lows: YAg > YCu > YAu > YTi. The Ag/GO/Pt structure has the

highest device yield of about 70%. The strong top electrode

material dependence of the switching characteristics is help-

ful for speculating about the RS mechanism in metal/GO/Pt

devices. Tokunaga et al. investigated the RS effect at the inter-

face between metal electrodes (Pt, Au, Ag, Al, Ti, and Mg) and

atomically flat cleaved (001) surfaces of La1�xSr1+xMnO4 (x = 0–

1.0) single crystals [34]. Hysteretic I–V characteristics were ob-

served in the junctions for Mg, Al, and Ti, which have rela-

tively shallow work functions (U). In our case, Ti, Cu, and Ag

have a lower U of 3.98, 4.35 and 4.26 eV, respectively, whereas

Au has a higher one of 5.1 eV. It indicates that the occurrence

of the RS in metal/GO/Pt structures is irrelevant to U of the top

electrodes. Liao and co-workers studied the RS characteristics

of metal/Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3/Pt devices and found that devices

with top electrode made of Al, Ti, and Ta exhibit a bipolar

resistive switching, but those with top electrode made of Pt,

Ag, Au, and Cu do not [8]. The RS was attributed to a thin

metal-oxide layer formed at the interface between the former

group of top electrode and Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3. In our work, the

top electrode material includes both reactive metals such as

Ti and inert metals such as Au. Therefore, the observed RS

is not due to the formation of a metal-oxide layer at the inter-

face between the top electrode and GO. It has been reported

that solid electrolyte memory devices based on silver ions
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Fig. 1 – I–V curves of the Cu/GO/Pt memory cell plotted in log–log scale and the linear fitting results in both LRS and HRS: (a)

positive voltage region and (b) negative voltage region. Also shown are the corresponding slopes for different portions.
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Fig. 2 – (a) GO film thickness dependence of Forming voltage of Cu/GO/Pt memory cells. (b) Resistances of HRS and LRS for Cu/

GO/Pt memory cells, plotted against the thickness of GO.
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Fig. 3 – (a) Forming voltages and (b) device yields of different metal/GO/Pt sandwiches.
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generally show low switching voltages [35–37]. Banno et al.

further clarified that the switching voltage for turn-on in

RRAM devices based on solid electrolyte such as Cu2�aS and

Ta2O5 could be strongly affected by the ion flux which is pro-

portional to the product of the diffusion coefficient and the

concentration of ions [38]. Therefore, we can infer that a large

ion diffusion coefficient can lead to a large ion flux and thus a

low switching voltage. Govindaraj et al. have reported that Ag

has a large diffusion coefficient in oxide films [39]. The Ag/

ZrO2/Au structure shows low switching voltages of <1 V with-

out any Forming process [40]. In our case, it is likely that Ag

also has a large diffusion coefficient in GO thin films, result-

ing in low Forming voltages for Ag/GO/Pt memory cells. The

high Forming voltages for Au/GO/Pt structures are likely due

to gold’s chemical inertness. Compared to other top electrode

metals (Ag, Ti, and Cu), gold is very difficult to be oxidized to

the ions. High voltages are necessary for the activation of Au/
GO/Pt memory cells. From the analysis above, we infer that

the RS effect in metal/GO/Pt memory cells is attributed to

the formation/rupture of metal filaments due to the diffusion

of the top electrodes under a bias voltage. Briefly, a positive

voltage (>SET voltage) on the top electrodes generates a high

electric field that drives metal (e.g., Ag) ions into the GO ma-

trix and form conducting filaments inside the GO layer, and

the device reaches the ON state. After the SET process, the de-

vice retains the ON state unless a sufficient voltage of oppo-

site polarity (<RESET voltage) is applied and the

electrochemical dissolution of the metal filaments RESETs

the device, and the OFF state is finally reached again [20,22].

To verify the physical nature of the RS effect in metal/GO/

Pt structures, resistances in the low and high resistance states

of the Cu/GO/Pt device are measured as a function of temper-

ature (T). Fig. 4a shows the typical metallic behavior of the

resistance in the ON state. In contrast, the resistance in the
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OFF state shows a semiconducting behavior as displayed in

Fig. 4b. The resistance (R) decreases with T, according to the

Arrhenius law: RðTÞ ¼ RAexpðEAC=jTÞ, where RA is the

Arrhenius preexponential factor for resistance, EAC is the acti-

vation energy for conduction, and j is the Boltzmann con-

stant. The inset of Fig. 4b shows the Arrhenius plot of the

HRS resistance, from which EAC is calculated to be 46.4 meV.

The metallic conducting behavior in LRS indicates the forma-

tion of conducting filaments in GO films [22]. The temperature

dependence of metallic resistance can be written as

RðTÞ ¼ R0½1 ¼ aðT� T0Þ�, where R0 is the resistance at tempera-

ture T0, and a is the temperature coefficient of resistance. By

choosing T0 as 300 K, the temperature coefficient of resistance

of the filaments is calculated to be 1.7 · 10�3 K�1, which is

close to the value 2.5 · 10�3 K�1 for high-purity copper nano-

wires of diameter P15 nm [41], confirming that the filaments

are composed of Cu in metallic states due to the diffusion of

the top electrode under a bias voltage. The discrepancy of the
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ening the mean free path of electrons [41]. Therefore, the ori-

gin of the RS in metal/GO/Pt memory cells is the formation/

rupture of metal filaments due to the diffusion of the top elec-

trodes under a bias voltage, as schematically illustrated in

Fig. S3 in the Supporting Information. As seen from Fig. 3b,

the Ti/GO/Pt structures have the lowest device yield
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once the metal filaments completely form, regardless of the

top electrode material. Note that ON/OFF ratios (ROFF/RON) of

Cu/GO/Pt devices shown in Figs. S4 and S5 are much higher

than that in Fig. S2. Considering that the

I–V measurements were performed in air and the data in Figs.

S2, S4 and S5 were obtained at different times with large

humidity variation, it is likely that the moisture in air affects

the ON/OFF ratio of metal/GO/Pt memory cells severely.

A current compliance is usually needed during the Form-

ing and SET processes to prevent the sample from a perma-

nent breakdown. Current compliance is another critical

parameter to determine the RS characteristics of metal/GO/

Pt memory cells. Employing the filament model, it is easy to

understand the current compliance dependence of the RS

characteristics in metal/GO/Pt sandwiches, as shown in

Fig. 5. Fig. 5a shows the typical I–V characteristics of the

Cu/GO/Pt device with different current compliance (0.01,

0.03 and 0.05 A). Clearly, the RESET current (maximum cur-

rent level before the RESET process) increases with current

compliance. The dependence of the RESET current and LRS

resistance on current compliance applied in the SET process

is shown in Fig. 5b. The RESET current has an approximate

linear relationship to the current compliance. The resistance

in LRS decreases with increasing current compliance. Fig. 5c

shows the current compliance dependence of the SET and RE-

SET voltages. The SET voltage shows weak dependence on

current compliance, whereas the RESET voltage increases

with current compliance. It is considered that stronger fila-

ments with a higher density are formed at a larger current

compliance, resulting in a lower LRS resistance [42]. The

RESET process is due to the rupture of the filaments due to

the electrochemical dissolution. Thus, it can be imagined that

a larger voltage or a larger current is necessary for the RESET

process at a larger current compliance.

3.2. RS mechanism in GO/Pt structures

CAFM was used to study the RS phenomenon in GO/Pt struc-

tures. The Pt/Ir coated conducting tip was grounded and di-

rectly touched the GO films. The voltage was applied to the

bottom electrode (Pt). CAFM measurements were performed

in the same region of 5 · 5 lm2 in size under various external

voltage biases, as shown in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6d, we can see that
the virgin GO is in HRS, which is switched to LRS after applying

a positive voltage of 4 V, as shown in Fig. 6e. The sample can be

switched back to HRS by applying a negative voltage of 4 V, as

shown in Fig. 6f. The similar RS phenomenon could also be ob-

served in a much smaller region of 200 · 200 nm2 (see Fig. S6 in

the Supporting Information). As seen from Fig. 6, the LRS cur-

rent should not flow through the filamentary conduction paths

which are confined within nanoscale regions [18]. Zhou et al.

reported that hydrogen ions play an essential role in electro-

chemical GO reduction [43]. Considering that the CAFM mea-

surements were performed in air with a relative humidity

level of about 60%, a several-monolayer-thick water layer read-

ily adsorbs on hydrophilic surfaces. Therefore, when the CAFM

tip is in contact with GO, a water meniscus forms around the tip

and acts as a localized electrochemical environment. It is likely

that when applying a positivevoltage, thewater layer at the tip/

GO interface is oxidized, thereby generating hydrogen ions that

take part in reducing the GO [44]. The reduction of GO results in

the resistance switching from HRS to LRS. While applying a

negative voltage, the reduced GO is oxidized again [45], switch-

ing the sample back to HRS. Therefore, the redox reactions be-

tween GO sheets near the film surface and adsorbed water

induced by external voltage biases lead to the RS effect in GO/

Pt structures.

4. Summary

We have investigated the resistive switching mechanism in

metal/GO/Pt and GO/Pt structures by macroscopic I–V mea-

surements and CAFM. The results demonstrate that the RS

in metal/GO/Pt sandwiches is due to the formation/rupture

of conducting filaments composed of metal atoms from the

diffusion of the top electrodes under a bias voltage. Further-

more, the RS is found to occur within confined regions of

the filaments. The origin of the RS observed in GO/Pt struc-

tures by CAFM is the redox reactions between GO and ad-

sorbed water induced by external voltage biases.
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